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&tract. The class of monotonic (in the sense of Scott) functions is divided into subclasses of 
sequential and parallel ones and the problem of comparative power of different sequential and 
parallel functions with respect o composition (Theorems l-5) and recursion (Theorem 16) is then 
investigated. In particular, Theorem (s answers the question of Scott concerning the power of his 
Logic for tv,aputable Functions. 
0. Introduction 
One of the key notions in mathematical theory of computa:tion is that of monotonic 
fun&on [6]. Sor;,e of these functions are of special interest in programming 
languages, e.g. ti e conditional if-then-else. In particular, using this function allows 
recursive definitions to be represented in a convenient manner suggested by 
McCarthy [Z]. 
In studying monotonic functions an essential point is classifying them as 
sequential DC parallel. The reason for such classification is that, in general, be 
computing a value of a function, its arguments hould be computed and f/hat 
computation of an undefined value never terminates. So, an order (or a strategy) of 
arguments computation is of particular importance. This fact has be 
pointed out in earlier papers on the theory of computation. For example 
[IL] noted it when describing asystem of equivalent ransformations of conditional 
expressions. 
Informally, a function is sequential if its arguments can be computed In a 
sequence a’td the values already compu;rr:d etermine which alf the remaining 
arguments is the next to be comnuted. a strategy does not exist then a 
s parallel, For example, the if-then-else func; ion is sequential. The 
features uch as co 
* This is an extended version o 
Foundations of Co 
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languages by adding parallel functions has been studied by a number of authors. 
For example, it follows from [8] that only sequential functions (but not all - see 
below) can be expressed in Scott’s logic for computable fui2ctio s (LCF) [5]; in [5] 
Scott asks whether an addition of the parallel disjunction 0 to LCF is reasonable. 
In [3] Paterson and IQewitt introduced the Ethen-else fun ion, which is a parallel 
variant of i_f-then-&,e. They have established that the use of IF-thea-else allows US 
to increase the power of recursive schemata. 
In [7] the author defined another parallel function r (the voting f 
allows us to define a still more powerful class of recursive schemata. 
class is, in a sense, of maximal power. This maximality follows from the existence of 
a finite basis (with respect to composition) in one special class of monotonic 
functions and also from the form of this basis. 
In the present paper we investigate in detail the problem of comparative power 
of certain sequential and parallel functions with respect o composition (Sections 3
and 4, Theorems l-5) and recursion (Section 5, Theorem 6). In fact Theorems 3 to 6 
establish the comple$eness of some rather simple constructions (such as if-then- 
else, W-then-else, OR, I’) in different classes of sequential and parallel functions. 
Theorems 3 and 4 allow us also to establish the difference between two concepts of 
effectiverress : computability (when, given the values of arguments, the value of a 
function is effectively obtained) and effective scquentiality (when there exists an 
effective strategy of the argument computation). Namely, it is proved that 
computable sequential functions exist which are not effectively sequential. Back 
again toi the problem of LCF powe.: we should like to mention paper [4] in which it 
was proved that effectively sequt:l=“ial functions and only they can be expressed in 
LCF. Answering the question of” Scott, our Theorem 6 shows that adding the 0 
fmctiorj to LCF allows one to express all computable monotonic functions. Thus 
the results obtained define more precisely the role of if-then-else and the related 
constructions in the framework of algorithmic languages oriented to a description 
of sequential and parallel functions. 
All proofs in this paper are given in separate sections, heorems 1,2 and the part 
m 4 which contain negative results are proved in Section 7, while 
eorems 3,5 and the secon part of Theorem 4 are proved in Section 9. Auxiliary 
otions and lemmas neces ry for these proofs are given in Sections 6 an 
outine details are, as a rule, omitted. 
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) let o c x and x C x, and for any y E D (y E B) which 
, is identical with neither x nor o let xc y and yg x; 
or vectors x’ and jj with components x1, . . ., x, and yl, . . ._ yn let -3 c $j when 
A function f(lz) mapping o D (or, in other words, a function o 
type b, d + d) or into B (a function of the type b, d --) b) is monotonic if flor all x’ 
and j7, x’ c jj implies f(x’) c f(y). or two monotonic functions f(x’) and g(Z) we 
write f s g if f(Z) C g(x’) for all x. 
Some important examples of monotonic functions are given below. 
(1) Let f be an arbitrary partial function from ( \{O))k x (D\(w))” into D \{w} 
or into \{o}. Then we define its natuvd extension : if f (2) is defined and equals y, 
then f(X) also equals y ; otherwise (in particular, whenever at least one of its 
arguments is ~0 ) _{ x’) yields the value o. Clearly, f is monotonic. 
(2) We denote the natural extension of the equality predicate by x = y to 
distinguish it from the other equality, x = y ; the latter cne means that x z y and 
y c x and is clearly nonmonotonic. We write f = g if f c g and g C f. 
(3) The OR function is an extension (not the natural one) of the usual 
disjunction by letting o OR true = true and true OR o = true. The or function 
differs from OR in that o or true = w. 
(4) Two conditir?nal functions, if cy then x else y and IF a! then x else y (ftirther 
denoted by if an IF), map B x D* into D. They diffl:r in that for all x and y if m 
then x else y = 0, out IF w then x else x = x. Clearly j if c IF. 
(5) The voting function r (introduced by Trakhtenb_*ot [7]) mapping D3 into D is 
defined by 
x if x = y or x 3 2, 
Ux,y,Q = y if y = 2, 
69 otherwise. 
In a similar way we can define boolean variants of the functions if, IF and F 
having the type b -+ b. To distinguish between these two variants we will use 
denotations ifi, IFd, & and ifb, IF& rb respectively. 
(6) A const nnt function f(x,, . . ., x,) is defined by letting f(f) = c for all x’. This 
means that either f is always undefined, i.e. c = w or f(~, . . . . O) = c f o. A nullary 
constant function will be referre to as a constant. 
give:n the values of a 
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2 . n.* 
The further study of monotonic functions is based on classifying them as sequential 
and parallel. The reason for such a classification is t at in real si!uations before 
computing a value of a monotonic function f(x’) one should compute its arguments, 
and that computation of the value undefined never terminates. 
An argument xi is critical if the following condition is satisfied 
‘I’he strategy of (:omputation of the arguments is the most simple when f is a 
constant function (then no computation is needed at all) or a strict one, i.e. each of 
its arguments is crieicai. In the latter case the arguments may be computed in any 
order. 
In general a sirattegy 0f sequenr’ial computation of a function f is a totality of 
functions {F,, . . ., -FL” } (the number of which equals the number of subsets of the 
arguments et {xl: . . . . x,,}), satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) F, is a con:;tant; if f is a constant function then F, = f(2) else FI equals the 
number of some critical argument of f; 
(2) for tZ 1, F&, . . ., xk,) is a strict function such that for every x&, . . ., xi, the 
constant Fi(Xt,, . . . , ~8~) and the function obtained from f by the ir dicated fixing the 
arguments xkl, . . +., xk,, satisfy condition (1). 
I[Obviously, there is some surplus in this definition; since for nonconstant 
function f an argument with the number F1 must first be computed, we may omit 
those E’s which do not depend on this argument.) 
A monotonic function f is sequential if there exists a strategy of sequential 
computation of f; otherwise f is parallel. (This definition is equivalent to that given 
by Vuillemin [8], J 
A computable sequential function f is effectively sequential if for each i, 6 is 
computable. 
For example, any constant function f(it) is clearly effectively sequential and for 
each k E z f(Z). ‘The or and if functions are also effectively sequential. In 
particular, the strategy for QI~ or cy2 is as follows: 
0 if cyl=ti, 
true if cyl = true, 
2 if cyl = Jfalse ;
F&l, a2) = a?1 or a2 if (Y&O and a2$&, o 
otherwise. 
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- monotonic, S - sequential, I - ants and strict (considered 
further as initial). In each of these cl we distinguish the corresponding subclass 
consisting of computable functions: CSM,CI; the set of effectively sequential 
functions is denoted by ES . Lastly by I(f,, . . ., fk) we denote the class of functions 
which can be derived from I W {f,, . . .,fk} by composition, with its subclass 
CIiy;, . . .,fk) being defined accordingly. (Strictly speaking, we ought to write I&, 
etc. We omit the index because it never leads to ambiguity.) 
As usual, compositions are described by terms and we will use the same 
denotations when speaking about classes of functions or classes of terms describing 
those functions. 
For the sake of brevity, functions taking their values in D (B) and the 
corresponding terms will be called d-functions and d-terms (b-functions and 
b-terms). 
3. 
Theorems 1 and 2 below establish comparative power of the sequential and parallel 
functions defined in Section 1. Here and further we assume that D contains at least 
two elements nonidentical with o. We also use the fact that for every D 
if at thet, x else y = IFa then x else (IF a then w else y ) (1) 
holds, so that I($ IF) = I(IF). 
Theorem 1. (1) If D is infinite then 
I($, OR)$iI(IFd)~I(ifd, G)- 
(2) If D is finite then I(ifd, OR ) = I( IFd) = I(ifdY rd ) and more0 uer I( OR ) = 
P(IFd) = I&). 
It follows tg:rom this theorem that for any @, CR E l(lFd). It can be shown that for 
any D, OR (G I(rd) also holds and furthermore; that if is infinite then IFdE 
though IFd E I(ifd, I’& 
ive 
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extra sequential and parallel functions. Note that extra functions are ess 
because the classes I and SM are closed under composition (see Vuillemin 
For every D, S = I(ifd) and ES 
Note that if D is finite then all functions in M are computable. Then it follows 
from Theorem 3 that in this case CSM = CI(ifd) and hence CS 
however, CSM is wider than ESM, as shows the following theorem. 
1f D is infinite then CI(ifd)SCsrvr~;~CI(rF,). 
Note that CI(lFd) contains not only sequential but also parallel functions (and 
this is the reason for the second containment in Theorem 4 to be proper). It is 
interesting, that using IFd (and even the less powerful function CU?) allows one to 
express any 2-ary function: 
reposition 1. For every D and for every 2-4~~) function fi 
f E M ++ .f E I&, OR ) and f E CM +* f E CI(ifd, OR ). 
I-Ioweves it follows from Theorem 1 that IFd is not powerful enough to express 
all (even 3-aryj monotonic functions. Theorem 5 below shows that the r’ function 
possesses such a power. 
For every D, M = I(ifd, &) and CM = CI(ifd, rd ). 
The following propositions how that in some cases Theorems 3 to 5 nay be 
strengthened. 
o (1) For every D and every b-function fi 
f ESM-fEI(or) and f E ESM -f E CI(or). 
itc then t!zeFc exists a b-function f E CS 
imd every b- fu,;ction f, 
fE -fE ) and’ fECM*-,fEC 
is finite then for a function f of either type ( 
) 7 
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Using recursive definitions of functions is one of he most important methods of 
increasing power of languages. Eveyv such recursive definition is considered to 
define its least (least defined) fixed point. 
Let D =(u,O,1,2,... }. In the Logic fsr compu&zble fwzctions (LCF) described in 
Scott [S] operators of composition and recursion are allowed which are applied to a 
small set of originally given effectively sequential functions (which we denote by 
9’). 9 contains conditional !$,\the natural extensions of the functions x -)_ 1, x - 1 
(O-l = w), projection (x9 VP X, predicate x = 0 and constants 0, true, false. It 
follows from VuiBlemi [S] that only computable sequential functions can be 
expressed in LCF. After the author obtained the results formulated as Theorems 3 
and 4 (containment CI( ifd)sCS ) Sazonov [4] established more powerful facts. 
Namely, he shbWe ively sequential functions a only they can be 
expressed in LCF. Thus, comput;tble sequential but not e ctively ssquential 
functions cnnot be expressed even in LCF. 
It is discussed in Scott [S] what other functions could be added to 9 and, in 
particular, whether the addition of the OR function is reasonable. This extension 
may be justified by: 
Ever:J computable monotonic function (*an be derhed from 9 U {OR 1 
by composition acd recursion. 
This fohows from Theorem 5 and Sazonov’s remark (private communication) that 
Td is the least fixedpoint of the following recursion: 
f(x&z)=if (x=OANDy=r))OR (x=OAIVDZ.=O)OR 
~y=OAlVDs =0) 
then 0 else (f(x - 1, y - 1, 2 - l)+ 1) 
In this section some de ents are given 
Theorems 1,2,4. 5~ presented are based on those of [7] w 
situations have been considered. 
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nitial d-term then T E I’(&); 
(b) let r. be an intial b-term other than constants true and false, and 
TV, r2 E I”( ifd ), then ifd *r. then rr else 72 E 
I’(&) is defined similarly with replacing ifd by IF,. 
To define I’(ifb) and I’(W’) one ought to replade ifd and I& by ifb and IF,, and 
initial d-team in case (a) by initial h-terms. 
Thus a structure of any canonical term is described by a binary termal tree with 
branch-nodes which we call tests (having true- and false-scrccessops) and leaf-nodes 
which we call temina2.s. Note that all tests and terminals are initial terms. All tests 
w&h are constants true and f&e are excluded since they are clearly superfluous. 
[See 171). (1) For every d-func;cim fi 
f E I(ifd)-+ f E I’(ifd), 
f E I(,IFd)+ f E I’(1Fd). 
(2) For every b-function f, 
f E I(ifd)+ f 7 I’(ifs), 
f E I(IFd)-,_j’E I’(IF,). 
. The proof is 
transformations: 
on closeness of I under composition [8] and also on two 
f (IF Q then x else y ) = IF cy then f(x) else (IF CY trben 
(IF x = y thetif(x) elsef(w))elsef(y)) (2) 
for any monotonic function f; if besides that f(w) = o then (cf. [ 11) 
f (if ar then x else y ) = if cy then f(x) else f (y ) (3) 
(both transformations generalize to any n-ary f). Note that a change of types o 
and IF is possible here. For example, if f is of the type d -3, b then ifd and lFd 
replaced by and IFb. are left the reader. 
I(ifd, ifi) and 1 bY 1 ) in implications of 
follows from containmentH ifb E 
cient to encode true and 
nonidentical with kc) and then to decode res 
encoding arc given in the proof o 
e lemma and equality (1) that 
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owever, careful application of transformations (2) and (3) allows us to give a 
more exact characteristic of d-functions in terms of the class I’($, IFb) defined as 
follows: 
(a) if T is an initial d-term then 7 E I’(&, IF,); 
(b) let To E I’( rl, 72 E I’(if& II); then 
ifd 7. then r1 else 72 E Iv(ifd, IFb). 
Thus tests in a canonical term in ‘(ifd, IFb) are canonical terms in I’(IF,) (and 
therefore they will be referred to as macroiests). As for terminals, they are initial 
J-terms - just as in I’(ifd). 
Lemma 
i.Fb) + f E I’( ifd, IFh 
roof. Let * be a term representing a function f E I(ifd, IFb). Modify 7 so that all 
strict functions which occur in it be either of the type d + b or d + d. This can be 
done by applying a transformation called if-decomposition with respect to a boolean 
argument: If a function g(a[, x’) (a! is a boolean argument) is such that g(o, Z) = IW 
then 
g(cy, Q = if a! then g(true, x’) else g(false, 2). (4) 
Note that ifd is used in if-decomposition when g is a d-function and if” when g is a 
b-function. 
Now while there is at least one occurrence of ifd in an argument pssition of a 
strict functiorj of the type d ---) d, apply transformation (3). It is easy to see that a~ a 
result a term will be obtained whicF. differs from a canonical one in I’jif,, IFb) only 
in that its macrotests are in I(ifd, ifh, IFb) but not in I’(IFb). Note<that all occurrences 
of ifb in macrotests arise as a result of the if-decomposition and all occurrences of 
ifd are only in argument positions of strict functions of the type d -+ b. Replacing ifb 
by IFb and ifC by IFn (cf. (1)) transforms all macrotests to those in I(IF,, IiFb). At 
last, using the equality I(IFd, IFb) = I(IFd) ( see above) and Lemma P (2) yields the 
desired representation of f. 0 
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(a) the root of Q is also the root of QJ; 
(b) if a test included in (pn equals true, false or o under J then we include in QJ 
its true-successor, f&e -successor ,or both successors respectively. 
Clearly, if the values of all terminals in QJ coincide then the whole term r yields 
the sane vake under J; otherwise its value is o. 
If now 7 is a term in one of the classes I’(ifd), I’(ifb) or I’(&, IFb) then we 
determine a computing path QJ in Q, which is a special case of computing subtree. 
It also is construeted starting from the root of Q. As soon as a test (or a macrotest) 
which equals w is firstly reached, this constructing is stopped; following the 
definition. of if, the value of r in this case also equals o. If such a test does not occur 
then a path from the root to some terminal will be constructed; its value coincides 
with that of r under J. . 
To illustrate the ,:oncepts introduced above we consider the following example. 
Let in equaiity (2), J’ be a strict d-function. Then the right-hand side of this equality 
is a canonkal term in I’(I&). The termal tree Q is of the form. 
where J, =z y and troth occurrences of Q! are tests, while f [y), f(o) and both 
occurrences of j’(x)) are terminals. Let J be such that a! = w and x = y, then the 
computing subtree QJ is of the form 
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Since the values of all terminals in QI coincioe under such an iklterpretation (and 
equal f(x)), the whole term yields the same value under J. 
7. 
R this section we prove Theorems 1 and 2 and the proptr c:mtainment 
CI(ifd)$XSM (Theorem 4). ere and later on, all positive statements about 
belonging of a function to a zn class are proved “by construction”. As for the 
negative results they are proved by assuming the contrary which is followed by 
constructing refuting interpretations. In this latter c se all terms are ass# med to be 
reduced to the corresponding canonical form see Lemmas 1 and 2). 
IIere we assume for simplicity that if D is ite, then D = {w, 0, 1) and if D is 
infinite, then D = {o, 0, 1,2, . . . }. 
eorean 1. (a) We first show that for every D, I($, OR) c I( IFd) c 
I(if& &). L;t us consider the strict “encoding” function 
[ 
true if x=1, 
f(x) = false jf x = 0, 
0 otherwise. 
Obviously, 
cy 0.R p 5 f ( IFd a then 1 else (IFd p .thers. 1 else 0) (5) 
which together with (1) yields the first containment. Consider, further, the following 
functions: 
gI+qY)=ifdx = y thenxelsea, 
&(% xv Y) = Wfi (a, x9 Y),&(X, y), x)9 
g&, x, y ) = rd (ifd (a x, y ), gdx, y ), y )- 
It is easy to verify that 
which 
Let 
QI then x else y 
yield: the second containment. 
now D be finite. Then, obviously, 
ix, y, t ) = ifd (x = 0 A 
then 0 
else (ifd(x = 1 
QG x, y ), g3(w x, y )) 
(x = 0 AND z = 0) C?R 
(Y =o .e =O) 
z = 1) 
Y= .z = a) 
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,ase I(&) c I(ifd, OR) which together with the above containments 
> = I(IFd) = I(ifd, r’). At last we prove that if is finite then 
OR E I(rd). Then we obtain the desired equalities ) = 
Consider the strict function g(a,, cy2, CY~, cy4) of the type b --) d define 
t) = 1; in other cases g is 
unldefkred. Then, clearly, 
ifda t?wnxeeEse y =g(aANDx =O,.aA x =: 1, 
-mANDy=O,~crAN.Dy=l) (6) 
and hence ifd E l(OR ). inally, let f be as above and f-‘(a) be the “decodirtg” 
function: 
1 if cy = true, 
f-y&) SE 0 if Q = false, 
0 otherwise. 
Then Q! 6W @ = f(&(l, f-‘(a), f-‘(P)) and hence OR E I(&) as desirerl. 
(b) e now prove that if D is infinite then lYYe I(Ed). Suppose that iI* is nst the 
case. n there exists a canonical te:m r in I’(16;‘;t) representing & (cf” Lemma 1). 
ince & depends only on data variables x, y, t’, tests and terminals in r are either 
stants or strict functions of the types d --) b and d + dY respectively, tiepending 
on (some of) these variables. 
Since D is infinite, there exists a constant co E D, co ti 0, which does not occur 
among terminals of 7. Consider now three interpretations: 
Let us construct a path in the corresponding termal tree Q as follows: 
the root of Q is at beginning of the path; 
e successor is 
n under interpretation 
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- = &V then true eke p. 
en there exists a canonical term T in 
t follows from the proof of Lemma 2 
ither the constant o or the variable cu 
strict function of the type d --) b depending on x, y, while every initial 
on is either a constant or a strict function of the type d + d depending on 
ow choose co as above and consider t ree interpretations: 
Jr: 42 = true, x =x0, y =o, 
% tt Q be the ter aI tree corresgon ing to the first (in the order of execution) 
acrotest of 7; we construct a path in Q as follows: 
(a) the root of Q is at the beginning of the path; 
y included in the yath is the constant drz, then either of its 
successors is incl 
en its true-successor is inch&xi rn the path; 
(d) if this test depends on one or both variables x, y then its successor is included 
which would be chosen under J3. 
Clearly, this path be ongs to both CA, and QJ3. Since IFd(cu, .:, y) equals co $ w 
under both J, and J3, the values of all terminals in each must be unequal 
o and must coincide (otherwise the value of the con rotesb3lldhence 
e value of 7, will k xome equal to u ). Since ave a common terminal, 
the macrotest yields the same value true or fake under both J1 and J3. It can ble 
shown by construct path belonging to both and , that the macrotest 
yields this value un 
epeating the reasonin,, a we rriake sure that under all the three inter 
ts of T and hence re 
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Proof of The&em 4. (CX(i;fd)$iCSM) Let A C{O, 1,2,. . *} be a recursively 
enumerable (r.e.) but non-recursive set and let A be the complement of A. 
Consider the function f given by 
ifxfo &y =zfw or xEA & y=l, 
otherwise. 
Clearly, f is computable and sequential. We now prove that f$!! CI(ifd). 
Suppose that it is not the case. Then according to Lemma 1 and the remark 
following the proof of Lemma 2, there exists a canonical term r in Cl)(&) 
representing $ Note that 7 contains no variables but X, ys z. Let Q be the 
corresponding termal tree. 
Let a f w and a’$ w be arbitrary elements of the sets A and A, respectively. 
Consider now four interpretations: 
J,: x=42, y=l, 2=o, 
J2: x = a, y = 1, .t = 1, 
Js: x = ii, y = 1, z = 1, 
The function f (and hence the term r) yields the value 1 under J,, Jz, J3 and the 
value o under J4. 
Note that neither tests nor terminal of QJ, can depend on z, since otherwise the 
value of 7 would equr ( A CI) under J,. But then, obviously, the paths QJ, and QJz 
coincide. 
On the other hand, the terminal of &zr, or at least one of its tests does depend on 
t. Indeed, otherwise QJj would coincide with QJ, whose terminal however has the 
value o, but not 1. 
Thus, whatever x0 is, it belongs to ,4 if and only if given an interpretation J:
.IC = Xor -y = 1, z = 1, the corresponding path QJ contains a test or a terminal 
depending on z. This can be known effectively, since all tests passed through during 
constructing QJ are computable and their values must be unequal to o under J 
@ince ~(xo, 1,l) = I). Hence, A is recursive, which is a contradiction. Cl 
Before presenting the notions and lemmas necessary for Theorems 3 to 5 to be 
prf8,ved, we make the following remarks. 
Grst, we will further consider monotonic d-functions only. For b-functions all 
proofs are almost he same. ne should only use ifb, lFb and for b-functions 
are used for 
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however, the use of ifd, rp;‘d and &, it is sufficient to apply the “encoding” described 
in the proof of Theorem 1. 
Secondly, one may assume without loss of generality, that only d-functions of the 
type d-d are considered in Theorems 4 and 5 and Lemmas 6 to 9 which are 
necessary to prove them. Indeed, since the use of IF, is allowed in these theorems 
(see also Theorem l), such a reduction can be realized by 1ZU~ompositisn wi& 
respect to u boolean argument. Namely, for any monotonic function g(a, 2) (CU is a 
boolean argument), 
g(Ly, f) = IF (Y then &true7 2) else (IF CY then g(u, 2) 
else g (fake, x’ )) 
holds (cf. (4)). 
Taking these remarks into account we will everywhere omit the index and write 
if, IF and r fc - ifd,IFd and rd, respectively. 
Let now @, . . ., x,,) be a monotonic fidnction. To each nonempty subset of the 
argument net {x1,. . ., x,} there corresponds a strict subfirnction of fi For example, 
ction f(x, y ) of f (x, y, z) is defined as follows: If x f cr) and y f ce) then 
f(x, y) = f(x, y,o), otherwise f(x, y) = o. Other subfunctions are simi!arly defined. 
Clearly, each subfunction of a computable function is also computable. 
Nonempty pairwisc non-intersecting sets of arguments are further denoted by 
Greek letters & q, 5 (possibly with indices). 
We now define the union operation U on the set M, which is applied to functions 
depending, in general, on different arguments. Let, for example, fl(& q) and fit& 5) 
be two monotonic functions. A function of arguments &q, 5 denoted by j’/[, 7) U 
f2(& f) is the union of f, and f2 if 
60 WY % 5, [fl(s, 7) u 5) 2 q)], 
e9 ‘19 7) u 5) 2 {)I, 
(C) 
fds, 5) an (5) are pairwise compatible then 
The union of corn 
to 5 below folio 
iously, monotonic. as 3 
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tions, 
. Every monotonic function coincides with 
;II~ fact, it is sufficient here to consider subfunctions which do not equal u 
identically). 
Let functkns fi, f2, f3 and g be such that g is compatible with each fi and 
ihen f2 else f3. Then 
f 1 U g = IF a then $ U g else f3 U g. 
From this point on, when studying properties of compatible functions f,, fi and 
constructing the union of such functions we will distinguish three possible correla- 
tions between their argument sets: 
(a) non-inteirsection, e.g. fl(t) and f&j; 
(b) enclosure, e.g. fi(&) and f@, q); 
(c) engagement, e-g. fi(S, 11) and f&, 5) 
he first case is considered in Lemma 5, the second in Lemmas 6 and 7 and the third 
in Lemmas 5, 8 and 9. 
. (1) Let f,(t) and f2(q) be two compatible furections which do not equal o 
identically. Then 
(2) Let f&f9 77) and f2(S, 5) be compatible and let t09 qo, to be such that 
f&L q~) f 0 and f&, 60) + a. 
en 
rl whenever at least one a 
ar lar, if a functio (5) is &strict t 
exist a 
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onsider three sets: 
f2 are compatible, S, n Ss = 0. Therefore the strict predicate can be 
defined by: 
true if < E 
P(S) E fl a se if 5 E S3, 
0 otherwise. 
..;r a strict fu ction ~(6) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) Q(t)+ w ++ 5 E s, u s2, 
(W Q(h)= tfo-f*(t)= tv3q[f$&q)= t]* 
It is easy to see that with p and Q chosen in such a way (7) is really fulfilled. 
If now fi and f2 are computable then S1 and S3 are r.e. sets and hence p(t) is 
computable. Finally we show how Q(Q zan be computed. Let m and ‘8 be 
algorithms comxtting fi and f2, respectively. Let %R and % run simuhaneously as 
follows. %R is apQlied to the arguments 5, while ‘8 makes one step on the arguments 
50 , . . ., 0, then tvwo steps on the arguments [, 0,. . ., 0 and &O, . : ., I, etc. If me c!f the 
algorithms stops first with a result t, then ~(6) = t ; otherwise ~(6) = O. 0 
A seqrxnce of subfunctions of a function f having the form .f(&>, 
f (&, t2), . . ., f(&, &, ., Sy) is called a P-c!zain of f. 
(f E CM). Then for every P-chain off, 
allows us 21 increase len 
le. 
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of. Consider three sets 
Since fi and fi are compatible, then by Lemma 5 (2) there exists a strict function 
c(c) such tlrtit 
(b) FR & ,fr(T,q)Zwif1(~:,rl)=c(T), 
w 5 E l-3 & f2;(s, iw 0 -+f2(& 0 = c(S)- 
.Consider further two sets A and B such that: 
A 3 I&\&; - B 2 &\R*; AuB=R,uR,; Am3=0 
(in other words A and B separate tine sets R 1 \R2 and R2\ R 1). Define now the strict 
predicate 
N.’ 
true if 6 E A,, 
q(t) = f&e if SE B, 
0 otherwise. 
It is easy to verify that with q and c chosen in such a way that (8) is really fulfilled. 
If now fi and f2 are computable then RI, R2 and R are r.e. sets. Taking in this 
case r.e. separating sets A and B (it is easy to understand that such ones exist) we 
obtain the computable predicate q(E). Finally we show how c(s) can be computed. 
Let 2J2 and ‘3 be algorithms computing fi and f2 respectively. Let them run 
simultaneously as follows. First ejiich of them makes one step on the arguments 
60 7 , . _ ., 0, then two steps on the arguments 6, 0, . . ., 0 and & 0, . . ., 1, etc. If 5 E R 
then a moment will come such tha! both fDz and % stop on some sets of arguments. 
In thi.s case both !I?? and !R yield the same result t (due to compatibility of fi and f2); 
then also c(e) = t. Otherwise at least one of two algorithms runs infinitely, and 
c(5)= W. q 
Let .fW, f(& q) and f (&,c) be sub%lnctions of a function fi e introduce the 
follovlJi;Ig denotation: f(& q)iwf(&t) if f(t)c % cfi 
y(6) then W U f(& q) else W U f(& [), 
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differs from crp. Moreover, in this case c(e) coincides with f(t). Therefore equality 
(8) takes the 
f(S) u f(& q > u f([, 5) = 
E F S(T) then fW U f(& d else f(t) U f(& y). 
y, %’ is compatible with each of the considered subfunctions and hence it is 
compatible with the unions of Oese ‘subfunctions. Therefore Lemma 4 can be 
applied: 
~Uf(5)Uf(S,r7)Uf(J,S)~ 
= “F q(5) then %’ U f<O U f(T, ‘I) 
eke z U f(5) U f(& 5). 
Since Ce U f(t) = %, t is yields the desired equality (9). 0 
9. 
In this section we prove Theorems 3,4 (the containment CSMsCI(IF)) and 5. All 
proofs are based on Lemma 3. 
em 3. The containment I(if) C SM follows immediately from the 
closeness ef the class SM with respect to composition [8]. The closeness holds also 
for the class ESM ane therefore CI(if) c ESM (every computable strict function is, 
obviously, effectively sequential). 
To prove the inverse containment we note first that if xi is a critical argument of a 
monotonic function f then all its subfunctions, which do not equal o identically, 
depend on x,. We a ume that f E SM is not a constant function (othervise the 
theorem is proved); en such Xi necessarily exists (see point (1) of the definition of 
a strategy eI sequential computation). Further for simplicity we consider three-ary 
function f(x, y, z) only, with x playing the role of the mentioned Xi. 
Note that instead of the system of functions {fi) which forms the strategy of 
sequential computation of f, the system of strict 
or example, if he > trategy is {F, = 1, F&) 6 
) = 2 (the number of t 
ise; 
icates are similarly de 
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f (x, y, 2) = if F.&) then (if F33(x, y) then f (x, y, 2) eke f(x, y )) 
else (if L(x) then (if 
else f(x)). 
Since in the general case the value of F, is unknown, one oug t t0 insert a few tests 
Of the form “F, = i” which allows one to determine this value. 
If now f is effectively sequential then all E and hence al 
Since all subfunctions of f are also computable, the right-h 
equality belongs to CI(if). q 
40 (CSMSCI(IF)). Given a function f E CM, we define the class 
P(f) of terms and corresponding functions. A term T belongs to P(f) iff it differs 
from 6 canonical term in CI’(IF) only in that each of its terminals is not an initial 
function, but the union of all elements of some P-chain of fi It follows from Lemma 
7 that 
FE .P(f)+ F E CI(IF). 
Let us extend S(f) to he class P(f) = {F I3F’, F’ E P(f) & F c F’}. 
Below we show for a non-constant function f (xl, “. ., x,) E CSM that f E P(f) and 
hence f E CI(IF). The proof proceeds by induction on n. 
It should be reminded that all subfunctions of a sequential function which do not 
equal o identically possess a common argument. Let x1 be this argument. 
The basis of induction is evident, since for n = 1, f is an initial function and for 
n = 2, f(xl, xI) = f(xlj U f(x,, x2). Suppose now that the theorem is proved for 
n-ary functicbns (n 3 2) and consider a function f (xl, . - ., x,,, xn+& Let us represent f 
as follows: 
f( 'X I, . . ., xn, X,;+*) = f (Xl, 0, x3, l . ., Xn+l) u l . l u f(x1, l l l 9 &a-l, 0, x,+1) 
u f (x*9 l ’ ‘7 x,, w ) u f (xt, l l -9 xv, Xn+l)~ 
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(1) Note that eat & is an n-ary function from C ? so that & E 
ypothesis. Subfunctions of & can naturally be considered as those of j’ 
arid hence 4i E _ et T be a term in P(f) represeniing &. Then the correspond- 
arg term 7’ for is obtained from T by replacing each terminal in T by the 
n;nion of this terminal with the subfunction !!l (repeated application of Lemma 4). 
epends on all t e arguments of fi T’ E P(f) and all the more r1 E 
ple, ) and A? U tfh, E P(f). Represent and &,, 
as follows: 
4 n-l E f( X?, . . ., A&-.-l, to, w)u a!1 u . . . u a,, 
4 n E f( Xl, . . ., &t-l, w, 0 updJ.=.upp9 
where cyI, . . ., & and PI,. . .) /% are subfunctmons 0 
4&n, respectively. F ‘7 example, for 12 = 3, 
lacking for obtaining 4 n- t and 
42 = f-(x,, x2,0,0) u f(x*, x4) u fh x2, x4), 
43 = f(x*, x2, w, 0) u fh x3) u fh, x2, x3)- 
(We retain as cy, and pi only those subfunctions which do not equal w Idchcally. 
Therefore those of them which are independent of x1, are omitted.) 
Denote f (xl, . . ., x, 1, to, W) by y. The folIowing statement holds true: 
Indeed, first, thf: arguments of ai and pi are engaged, since ai depends at least on x1 
and x”+] while pi depends at least on x1 and x,. Secondly, y depends on all 
arguments whic.h are common for 4n- 1 and 4n and all the more on aIll arguments 
X ml9 0 l l v xm, WhH:h are common for ai and pia 
as desired. 
Now make L se of one more scheme of induc 
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;‘Z? u 4,, E pu). As for condition (2), note first that ai I, & implies ai _La pi. Then it 
follows from equality (9) in Lemma 9 and from the containments %’ U ai E P(f) and 
% W pi E I’(f) that % U ai U pi E I”(f). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4. q 
5. Consider the following scheme of induction: 
Scheme 3. Let &, be some function let a K that 
(1) Jo [ +i U #j E 
j, m, [a U +i & 
Uqb, EK],‘where II~&U...U&. 
Then &U....U&EK 
Let now f(xl, . . .,, x,) E M(CM) and let {4i} be the set of all subfunctior;s of f. We 
show that if K = I(if,T) (CI(if,S)) then conditions (1) and (2) of scheme 3 are 
satisfied. By Lemma 3, this will imply the fulfillment of Theorem 5. 
Condition (3,) is satisfied, since 
Thus, it is sufficient o verify that condition (1) is satisfied. Anticipating a little we 
should like to point out that the union of any two subfunctions of f can be 
expressed without applying r by using the less powerful (see Theorem 1) functions 
Con,sider now all the three correlations between the argument sets of two 
subfunctions. 
((1) .NopI - irttersectisPt : +i (61, +j (7 ). Define two strict predicates 




true if 4j(q)fW. 
0 otherwise. 
Let c be the constant provided by point (1) of Lemma 5. Then 
&(t) CJ ej(q)s IF ~(6) then c else (if q(r)) 
, if f is counputable the 
See Lemma 7. 
ent : & (6, q )? 4j (5, 5). It follows from equality (8) in Le 
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here 
s the proof of heorem 5. Cl 
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